SCSF Scavenger Hunt Rules
1. Each team/person will be given a list of riddles that must be solved. The goal is to find
all items and complete all challenges/riddles on the list. The team/person to complete
the list (with the fewest deductions), and return to home base will be declared the
winner(s). This is not a timed event
2. The Driver must have a valid driver’s license, which will be in the drivers’ possession
throughout the Hunt
3. Each Motorized vehicle must have current insurance
4. The Scavenger Hunt starts at 10:00am sharp and ends by 2:00pm
5. The Scavenger Hunt will take place within the City of Kawartha Lakes
6. The list can be completed in any order
7. All team members must stay together as a team and ride in one vehicle (If applicable)
8. Team members should be wearing SCSF tags during the Hunt so they can be identified
as Hunt participants
9. Fair play. Sabotage is bad. We don’t like it and we forbid it in the Hunt. Any sabotaging
teams or their items can lead to immediate disqualification
10. All teams/persons must have a digital camera or cell phone camera for retrieving a
visual record of many items on the list
11. All photos MUST include all members on the team, unless one member is taking the
photo
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12. All photos must be taken during the time frame of the event
13. Any photos taken during the Hunt may be used for promotional material
14. Teams must stay together for the duration of the hunt. Teams may not join with other
groups (If applicable)
15. Cheating, stealing, sabotaging, or breaking the law will result in automatic
disqualification
16. If/when talking or interacting with strangers, business owners, or community workers,
all participants must be polite and respectful
17. Obey the law at all times. Seatbelts must be worn and speed limits must be
respected. No items can be obtained illegally; no trespassing on private property is
permitted
18. Items are worth points
19. Point totals are final. If there is a tie, a tie-breaker will take place between
teams/persons with the same score at the end of the Hunt and observed by the event
hosts
20. The decisions of the event hosts are final
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